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World-leading AIS tracking and display tool for
monitoring real-time and historical maritime data

ghMaritime Monitor is one of the most widely used AIS
tracking, surveillance and display systems in the world. It
supports the monitoring and analysis of real-time and
historic maritime traffic. It is a feature-heavy and userfriendly tool well-suited for many users with needs for
maritime information. As an online-based tool, it is ideal for
distributing maritime data to a number of users in different
locations.

One system - many possibilities
Advanced system architecture makes it perfect for use in
any maritime domain management activity such as coastal surveillance ports, search and rescue, security, environmental protection, Vessel Traffic Information Systems and
Vessel Monitoring Systems.

Figure 1. ghMaritime Monitor contains a range of unique features to
increase the operational value, like for instance colour coding.

Examples of use
In the following we will go through some of the ghMaritime
Monitor features and their practical uses. However, there are
many more features than mentioned here - for a full overview of features, contact us at maritime@gatehouse.dk.

Monitoring and exploring maritime traffic
ghMaritime Monitor allows you to monitor and explore the
maritime domain with world class functionality and usability. Sophisticated filtering tools, user configurable display,
basic event detection/alerting, AIS message display and data
replay features are best-in-class.

Intelligent event detection and alerting
Zone-specific alarms and event triggers, enable users to
take proactive measures in case of potentially dangerous

Figure 2. Defining an area on the map where e.g. an alert is sent to one
or more operators by e-mail or SMS.
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situations. The basic event and alert tool increases operational awareness whilst reducing information over-load for
operators.

Advanced search function

Types of alerts:
• Automatic alerts at user defined events such as ships
entering/leaving ports or ships crossing a passageline

Scalable Solution

Search for ships by simply entering any part of either name,
IMO, MMSI, or call sign, including autocompletion.

• Automatic event notifications (alert one or more operators i.e. by e-mail, SMS etc.)

ghMaritime Monitor can be incorporated with other
GateHouse capabilities support Port & Logistics, Asset
Monitoring, Analytics & Reporting, Aids to Navigation
Management and maritime Risk Assessment.

Figure 3. Replay of AIS data can be used to investigate the whereabouts of one specific vessel.

Figure 4. Intelligent filtering example highlights tankers that have
the port of Houston as their destination.

Replay of events
The replay feature is a powerful tool to investigate traffic
behaviour. You can view replay of historical data and online
data simultaneously and the replay speed is adjustable. It is
possible to create replay bookmarks – called events. These
can be annotated with information about the event. Examples
of events could be collisions or groundings. Recorded data
is divided into daily files, facilitating easy archiving and later
retrieval of data.

Integrated filtering
All AIS message fields (such as destination, type of cargo
etc.) can be used as the basis of analysis, allowing you to only
focus on the necessary. Colours are of course configurable
and unmatched targets can also be removed entirely. See
figure 1.

Fully secure central system administration
No need to manage user adds and changes at the desktop.
GateHouse’s centralized access and configuration control is
scalable to handle any number of users in multiple locations.
Usernames and passwords are standard and can be complemented with SSL (HTTPS) encryption. Access control can be
authorized for groups of users as well as individual uses.

Add value to your existing system
ghMaritime Monitor can be combined with your existing
system through e.g. XML, as well as with an open API to
interface with existing standard systems or fully customized
applications. No need to start all over to have the benefits
from the unique GateHouse Maritime portfolio. Our focus is
on providing value by adding our competences and profound
systems and products to whatever you have.

Intelligent filtering

Request for price or more information
Please, contact us at maritime@gatehouse.dk for further information.
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You can highlight only the ships of interest by filtering on any
AIS field dynamically. Multilevel and Boolean filters can fine
tune your display.

